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>> (what is) Privacy in Public Space?
//

//

>> Public Space - what is (left of) it?

>> How to ‘craft’ and intervene?
//

>> The actual book



//Public Space - what is (left of) it?

<shopping mall - martin cooper - the commons>



>> from static and mechanic design of public 
space to electrification of public space 

>> mainly to facilitate public life (street lighting, 
garbage bins, parking spaces etc) 

>> a semi-periodisation



<street furniture - flickr the commons>





<square in Arnhem> 



>> to sensing and networking of things in 
public space 

>> linking data to infrastructure 

>> mainly to measure, to keep track, 
 to do stats and/or to automate things 



<Montreal parking meter - flickr the commons>



>> to sensing people and things  
and to create patterns of movement, of behavior 
(traffic, crowd flow, but also incidents, crime) 

>> mainly to operationalise and  
making public space ‘smart’ where smart means 
‘manipulable from a distance’ 

>> the managerial turn of infrastructure  



<gait analysis - flickr the commons>



<sound image - https://www.sorama.eu/ > 



<face recap in public - nos.nl> 

http://nos.nl


>> moving from public spaces to  
sentient spaces 

>> from automating to actuating /  
influencing / nudging / preventing 

>> from facilitating to influencing public life - 
actuating policies and shorten feedback loops 

>> ok, but why is this a problem?



1) Private parties start acting in public space based 
on information gathered either from public 
space or private space.  

Based on a mixture of information from both private 
individuals and publicly available data, private 
actors, sometimes but not always in cooperation 
with a public actor, are increasingly finding their 
way into public services, from security to traffic and 
crowd management to new forms, e.g., postal and 
package delivery.

>>The move towards privatisation 



2) Private parties are increasingly installing 
technologies in public space that have ‘public’ 
functions.  

Public-private partnerships are starting to emerge 
that offer technology-based ‘securitization’ of 
public space (CCTV cameras, providing 
directions, offering transport, controlling access 
and so forth) and other smart city-like 
developments.



3) Public authorities acting on citizens via, 
through, or based on information from private 
intermediaries.  

Besides data gathering in public space being 
outsourced to private parties, the responsibility for 
public order and intelligence gathering is also being 
privatized, rendering public spaces not only as ad-
spaces, but more far-reaching control-and-
manipulation spaces.



//Privacy in public space?

<privacy is dead - flickr the commons>



>> how to think about privacy?
Privacy as a social value 
> as a vehicle for addressing problems of identity, 
autonomy, family life, boundaries, behavior and norms 
etc. 

Privacy as a legal right 
> to link rights and harms to remedies and redress  
> to discuss limits and overlaps between the 
concept and the right (to privacy) 

Privacy as a normative framework 
> to look at boundaries of new technologies and 
where to influence (algorithmic transparency, data 
protection, group privacy etc) 





>> How is privacy embedded in the law?



>> Privacy zones



>> Privacy rights plotted on these spaces



>> A typology

http://scholarship.law.upenn.edu/jil/vol38/iss2/4/



>> implications for PiPS?

> privacy is more than data protection 

> increase in profiling and hardcoding ‘good 
behavior’ means less space for diversity of 
people, of behavior, of groups, of activities 

> being anonymous alone or as a group 
becomes harder and harder 

> decisions and nudging without knowing or 
informing 

> other types of privacy come into play… 





<diversity masks - flickr the commons>



The connection of digital, private information to a physical 
location and a person being (or having been) in public space 
is what creates novel privacy threats. 


There are two aspects to this;  

a first aspect being that due to these digital layers and the 
increasing confusion of what is being sensed and recorded, 
a chilling effect might occur regarding being—and doing 
things—in public space.


a second aspect is that of an increase of (automated) data 
collection that, in turn, can have a consequence on what an 
individual can or cannot do in a particular public space. In 
other words, an act might be forgotten or forgiven, but 
maybe a service or a database does not forget and might 
act based on this historical data.

>> New privacy threats?



> agency (space of possibilities) 
> being anonymous in the crowd 
> being read from a distance (smart cameras, 
gait analysis, face recognition) 
> being read over time (DNA tracing, place-
traces) 
> anti-masking laws 
> ASBOs, IPNAs and POPs - privatisation  
> Increasing securitisation and access control  
> physical- and digital/ biometric fencing
> automation of intervention 
…. 

>> PiPS challenges from the book
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//How to ‘craft’ and intervene?



>> privacy-by-design as/in social science



>> exposure of practices (f.i. data journalism)



• =

>> public campaigns and awareness building

<screenshot from https://www.setup.nl/iedereenspion>

https://www.setup.nl/iedereenspion


>> hardcoding of rules (techno-regulation)



protest / deviance not caring / 
privacy paradox techno-utopia

technology &  
design

policy, law,  
regulation

social / cultural trends,  
politics



>> From the book

> Ambient / Smart law and regulation in 
context 
> Overt strategies in public space 
> Privacy Impact Notices (PINS) for PPPs 
> We need to revisit the role of agency 
> Protest and/or the right to mask 
> Better ways of informing the public  
> Law needs to learn from geography more 
> Stronger local gov in discontinuing public 
space technologies 
… 



>> Privacy-by-design & VSD



> privacy within the design process
> PbD as a legal requirement 
> as organisational ‘awareness’ 
> as policy statement 
> as a part of user/ market research 
> as competitive advantage 
> as a transparency document/ activity 
> etc… 
  

>>What and where can PbD be?



> I - methodology (or, blame the designers (again)) 
> Lack of possibilities to protest in the Digital  
(Alex Galloway’s protocol-argument) 
> Too-big-to-fail intermediaries  
(powerlessness argument) 
> Values and relativism (privacy is flexible) 
> re/de-identification (data protection techniques) not 
sufficient 
> design- and coding practices are not so easily 
adaptable and/or controllable (applicability and 
enforcement argument) 

>> Some concerns of PbD conceptually





>> Some concerns of PbD in practice
> privacy by design: 
> already difficult within a design process (because: 
where’s the added value?) 
> moving from front-end and user control to back-end 
and information architecture 
> privacy-by-default 

> models of consent and settings: rational ‘tweaking’ of 
variables irt privacy (mainly data sharing and data 
protection) 

> completely useless in phenomena such as smart CCTV 
reading your face from a distance or when a system is 
influencing your behavior without you knowing 





> our public spaces are increasingly coded 
and so our behavior in it 
> also here values are being deductively hard-
wired 
> increasing automation of sensing and 
actuating - less leeway to discuss
> q: should you push back with similar 
language and tools ? (PbD), 
> or are there other ways? 

(algorithmic auditing, push notifications etc) 

>> Playing the same game?



>> Privacy By Design for PiP?

> PbD seems impossible in the context of smart 
environments (due to uncontrollability of 
interactions and data flows between humans and 
machines) 
> by-stander privacy hard to protect 
> too many values come into play when talking 
PbD - maybe we have to go back to PET’s? 
> PbD as a product no, as a process maybe



> Should PbD be a set of methods, techniques, 
principles, protocols, or a general ‘stance’? 
> Should we still talk about Privacy By Design? 
> How much is ‘by design’ an obfuscation? 
> Where can we draw boundaries of PbD 
> How to assess its ’success’ and who should do 
this? 
> Is education and awareness enough? 
> Shouldn’t we let go of PbD and rather talk of 
Responsible Innovation (allowing for a broader 
set of values) 
> Shouldn’t we just speak of data ethics? 
> and in public space about data commons? 

>> Questions to you
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With ongoing technological innovations such 
as mobile cameras, WiFi tracking, drones, and 
augmented reality, aspects of citizens’ lives are 
becoming increasingly vulnerable to intrusion. 
This book brings together authors from a variety 
of disciplines (philosophy, law, political science, 
economics, and media studies) to examine 
privacy in public space from both legal and 
regulatory perspectives. 

The contributors explore the contemporary 
challenges to achieving privacy and anonymity 
in physical public space at a time when legal 
protection remains limited in comparison to 
‘private’ space. To address this problem, the 
book clearly demonstrates why privacy in 
public space needs defending. Different ways of 
conceptualizing and shaping such protection are 
explored, for example through ‘privacy bubbles’, 
obfuscation and surveillance transparency, as 
well as by revising the assumptions underlying 
current privacy laws.

Scholars and students who teach and study 
issues of privacy, autonomy, technology, urban 
geography and the law and politics of public 
spaces will be interested in this book.

Tjerk Timan is in the Tilburg Institute for Law, 
Technology and Society (TILT), at Tilburg Univeristy, 
the Netherlands, Bryce Clayton Newell is in 
the School of Information Science, University of 
Kentucky, USA and Bert-Jaap Koops is in the Tilburg 
Institute for Law, Technology and Society (TILT), 
the Netherlands.
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Edited by
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Bert-Jaap Koops
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‘How we should think about privacy 
in public spaces in a world of artificial 

intelligence and ubiquitous sensors 
is among the most interesting and 
pressing questions in all of privacy 
studies. This edited volume brings 

together some of Europe and 
America’s finest minds to shed 

theoretic and practical light on a 
critical issue of our time.’

Ryan Calo, University of Washington, 
USA

‘A most welcome book on the most 
neglected of topics by a pioneering 

team of interdisciplinary scholars. 
It should be in the library of anyone 

interested in the social, policy and 
ethical implications of information 

technologies.’

Gary T. Marx, Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology, USA

‘Public space is increasingly being 
privatised and enclosed or is subject 

to invasive surveillance raising a 
number of social, political, moral 
and legal questions. Adopting an 
interdisciplinary perspective and 
using empirical case studies, this 

volume usefully explicates a series of 
philosophical, legal and regulatory 

concerns and suggests possible 
responses.’ 

Rob Kitchin, Maynooth University, 
Ireland

//the actual book
>> http://www.e-elgar.com/shop/privacy-in-public-space
>> also check privacyspaces.org

http://spaces.org


>> Main Themes in the Book

privacy concepts

privatisation of public space

reading-from-a-distance

DNA tracing

Masking in public

lessons for Law from Geography

Goffman

Privacy Impact Notices

Responsibilisation

group privacy

Anthropotelemetric surveillance



>> Contributors to the book

> Michael Froomkin 
> Bert-Jaap Koops & Maša Galič 
> Karsten Mause 
> Angela Daly 
> Albert Scherr 
> Michael Nagenoborg 
> Julia M. Hildebrandt  
> Maria Brincker 
> Stephen B. Zhao 
> Meg Leta Jones 
.. and myself 

https://nl.linkedin.com/in/ma%C5%A1a-gali%C4%8D-32240a84


//some links

>> on surveillance theories  
http://www.privacyspaces.org/theory/bentham-deleuze-and-beyond/ 

>> a typology of privacy 
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2754043 
  
>> why privacy should not be hardcoded 
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2564791 

>> on ambient law 
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1602192

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2564791
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1602192

